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Special Thanks
We hope you enjoy the 2014 edition of StarBursts, Lone Star College-Kingwood’s Literary
and Visual Arts publication. We would like to say thank you to LSC-Kingwood Art Gallery
director Kristine Larson and student assistants Jennifer Espejo and T.C. Robson for their
work with the student artists; to faculty members Cory Cryer, Mari Omori, Adela Andea,
Gerard Baldwin, Divya Murthy, Julon Pinkston, and Scott Rosenberg for their continued
artistic inspiration; to J. Hill, guest juror for the 2014 Student Show, and to Diana Sorensen
for photographing the artwork.
Additional thanks to English Department faculty members John Dethloff, Susan Cotton, and
Darlene Beaman for their work with the student writers and to literary editors Anne Amis,
Department Chair, and Claire Prejean.
Thanks to Designs in Print intern Michelle Merdian for creating the design of this magazine as
well as to Pam Clarke for overseeing the process. Thank you also to Dean Jim Stubbs for his
support of this creative endeavor. The majority of the appreciation, however, goes to
the students of Lone Star College–Kingwood for sharing their distinctive spirit and vision.
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How the Sunshine
Found Me
“You are a bad boy,” he says
He won’t stop despite
the bruises appearing on my dead skin.
I don’t want to remember.
This time was the worst
I don’t want to talk,
or think about it.
But she just keeps asking.

I love the sunshine no one
hurts me there. I am free.
To play and do what
I want to do.
But she just keeps asking.
Asking why I have scratches
and bruises on my face
I don’t want to talk,
or think about it,
But she just keeps asking.

I don’t know much about her,
But what I do know is,
she is the one who
takes me outside,

At the end of the day I
have to leave the sunshine.
Now I am standing by the window.

to where the swings are every
day, and for those thirty
minutes I think I
know what sunshine is.

I’m thinking about being
free and the swings. Then lights
come, red and blue, they
look like sunshine.
Will she ask anymore?

—Kiandris Allen
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Outside Reflection
I loved you for your outside reflection,
Right then, I knew you were not mine to keep,
You’re in my mind like a bad infection,
The waves in your hair were extremely deep,
You capture my eyes and my thoughts I lose,
Your smile was perfect with teeth white as snow,
And all your swagged out clothes and name brand
shoes,
noitcelfeR edistuO
Dressing to perfection, from head to toe,
But there was ice pumping through the thick walls, ,noitcefler edistuo ruoy rof uoy devol I
,peek ot enim ton erew uoy wenk I ,neht thgiR
Of your heart, freezing me with just one look,
,noitcefni dab a ekil dnim ym ni er’uoY
Yet I am here waiting up for your calls,
,peed ylemertxe erew riah ruoy ni sevaw ehT
The greatest part of me you swiftly took,
,esol I sthguoht ym dna seye ym erutpac uoY
Love, real love and common sense, has no
,wface,
ons sa etihw hteet htiw tcefrep saw elims ruoY
narb eman dna sehtolc tuo deggaws ruoy lla dnA
When your outside reflection takes firstdplace.

—Kathryn Fletcher

,seohs
,eot ot daeh morf ,noitcefrep ot gnisserD
,sllaw kciht eht hguorht gnipmup eci saw ereht tuB
,kool eno tsuj htiw em gnizeerf ,traeh ruoy fO
,sllac ruoy rof pu gnitiaw ereh ma I teY
,koot yltfiws uoy em fo trap tsetaerg ehT
,ecaf on sah ,esnes nommoc dna evol laer ,evoL
.ecalp tsrfi sekat noitcefler edistuo ruoy nehW

2D Winners

1st place, 2D
Sean Lee Bush, The Textures of My Life
Pencil, Collage 21" x 21"

rehctelF nyrhtaK-
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2D Honorable Mention

2nd place, 2D
Daniel Redus, Colony
Pencil 24" x 18"
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3rd Place, 2D
Sunny Sollee, Grant Swinney’s “Twiggy”
Acrylic 20" x 15"

Kyle Smith, For the Love of Guitar
Collage 18" x 24"
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A ddiction
My craving for you is unquenchable,
a bottomless bottle of bargain booze.
A reaction, caused by a chemical
coursing through my veins. A poison will ooze
into my heart. Acrid smoke burns my lungs.
Drag after drag, a bitter taste lingers;
Candy-coated lies, hanging from your tongue.
Shaky legs, ice-cold sweat, trembling fingers,
I realize, I need you to survive.
One last smoke, one more drink, “Another night,”
I plead. Without your deceit, I can’t thrive.
Our love is far from pure, but it feels right.
Too much of a good thing can be toxic;
Our sinful lust is carcinogenic.
- Jennifer Samudio

Fragile Secrets
I put a message in a bottle
and I sent it out to sea
it said
“I know this might sound crazy
but how ‘bout you and me?”
I know you’ll never read this
because I’m too afraid and shy
to tell you that I love you
so I’m giving this a try
I put it in a bottle
and I sent it out to sea
I kissed the bottled idea goodbye
the idea of one day, you and me
—Barclay Stockett
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Replaceable

3D Winners
Captivated
by your hourglass days
and anytime nights.
Through the cracks in your perfection,
I have learned to memorize
every inch of your body.
But my design, my appreciation for you
Diminished. Regretful to admit I’ve unintentionally
Abused you. But carelessness is intent in itself.
I am constantly seeking another better than you,
All while I know that I should be better to you.
I have always been the selfish one,
While you remained selfless.
Unaware, you continue to lie next to me in bed.
My words make for an impotent apology.
But still want you to know that I’m sorry,
A short future was always meant for us.

—Jermaine Brown
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1st place, 3D
Valerie Warren, Enduring Love
Stoneware 9" x 6" x 5"
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2nd place, 3D
Tina Cook, Frosty
Porcelain 7" x 7" x 15"

3rd place, 3D
Jude Kirkeeide, Lost–Found
Earthenware 7" x 7" x 15"
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Hot Air

Beloved Forest

I am a grey hot air balloon

Amongst the bulky trees is where I rather be.

dancing with the leaves in the wind makes me feel free
staying up late with the moon until breaking dawn
enjoying the birds as they chirp an upbeat song
fields of dandelions cradle me at bed time
as I count shooting stars until I close my eyes
Outside these trees there is nothing but boundaries
white wooden fences that hold me in captivity
voices that love to interrupt me when I talk
give me orders on what I should do and should not
raised to be independent but won’t let me try
taught to be myself, now i’m something they despise
See, the trees and their wooden arms are welcoming
and on lonely nights, the moon keeps me company
instead of interrupting, birds will sing along
rivers run beside me, not saying my way’s wrong
unlike the people, trees are loyal and don’t lie
so amongst the forest is where I wish to die.

—Nichole Castaneda

I am going to fly away real soon
The pressure inside is too much to bear
When kept inside, every little care
The air inside of me is burning
It’s heated by flickering flames
It tumbles around, it’s churning
Yet, I am the only one to blame
No oxygen left to exhale
Smoke and sorrow are
All I need
When truth and lies are as
Equally stale to be
Without you is to be freed
Now I’m drifting, I’m floating
I’m floating away
And no longer can see
Those who have never
Seen me anyways
But what goes up must come down
So I fall
My wicker basket and I
Fall to the ground
How much better would it be
To open this heart up, moderately
And sink slowly safe and sound
Instead of haphazardly spiraling
With no hopes of ever being found
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—Barclay Stockett
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Photography
Winners

2nd place, Photography
Mary McDonald, Dreams in the Boudoir
Photograph 6” x 9"

1st place, Photography
Katherine Dean, A La Folie
Photograph 6" x 9"
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3rd place, Photography
Andrea Tedori, Dinner Time at Shelter
Photograph 12" x 18"
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Murder on My Mind
He stomps around inside my head
He knows I heard each word he said
If wishes were deeds he would be dead
I wonder if, a shift of fate,
I had his head upon a plate
I’d lick it clean, devour the hate
The fog is thick, I cannot see
But I know he’s ahead of me
The knife goes in so easily
Sitting in the morning sun
Obediently I clean his gun
A loud report. What have I done?
I am driving much too fast
Opportunity at last
He screams, “God, don’t let her pass!”
I’m making food, and he will eat
The vegetables, bread and meat
The castor beans will not taste sweet
I think perhaps the time has come
For me to end what he’s begun
I’ll do it now and then I’ll run

My Beauty
Her voice is sunshine, and when she does
speak;
Her lips are cherry blossoms in the wind.
Her legs are enough to make a man weak,
And her midnight hair cascades to no end.
Her eyes are the most beautiful ocean,
And her kindness rivals all gentle streams.
Winter is jealous of her complexion,
And when she glides by, nature even beams.
Yet, her wits could dull the brightest of suns,
And flowers fall when she breathes one brief
breath.
She cannot understand a single pun,
And puts most conversation right to death.
Though, my love for her does not seem to
change
Any more than snow on a mountain range.

—Michelle Laird

—Kathleen Courtney
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Open Call Selections

Travis Poston, A World Alone
Photograph

Travis Poston, Playing God
Photograph

Nicolas Jordan, Portfolio 2010
Photograph
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Chhavi Jain,
Globalizing the Community
Acrylic

Chhavi Jain, Peace
Acrylic
Adrian Yepez, Hmmm
Photograph
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U ntitled

Words on a Page
Can Change Things
For Givonne Johnson

You traded in your weakness for strength every time you picked
up a pen to write
Your insecurities and fears, for courage when you poured your
heart into your poems
The room came alive when you spoke
For those minutes, we felt the raw emotions you spoke
Your pain, your anguish
Became our pain, our anguish
As you painted bittersweet pictures in our minds,
Those minutes were shorter than we thought
The time we shared with you passed by before our eyes
And now we are left with nothing
Or so we think
See
Your poetry is alive and will never be forgotten
You
Will never be forgotten
In our hearts, in our minds
Your words changed things

—Boma Cheetham-West
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Dedicated in memoriam to Givonne Johnson,
a friend and a poet, who died December 24, 2013,
age 23, by a hit and run driver.

I found love in between the imperfect lines of the
ripped page you saved of the masterpiece we made
in our favorite coloring book. I didn’t want to rip it,
so I contended something different you insisted that
I listened cuz you wanted your depiction to be…
utter perfection. I can still feel the grit between my
fingertips as our innocent hands dug through dirty
crayons broken like our hearts would be in our journey to each other. At the time all I knew was…you
needed a yellow. You were always so demanding.
I can still feel the pulsation of frustration in my right
temple from our very first argument…over a guy.
He preferred your light-skinned smile and pretty
curls over my…Brandy braids and darker shades,
but who cares? We were only five. I bet you would
decline his invitation if you had the knowledge of
Karma’s reparation through the form of candy from
another girl that led to your relationship’s demise.
Now I’m done being pretty. Anger was an issue
that blew like the winds of change that strained our
bodies into growth from adolescence to pre-teen.
Hormones screamed for something opposite of what
we were taught to be orderly. My older sister was
the first to make her decrees of liberty while I hid
desires in a box along with the tears I caught from
my mother’s face as a reminder of the pain it would
cause her. My best friend also found the freedom
of that color spectrum to be more liberating than
contemplating her true identity. I had to find and
be comfortable with me. Who knew a party at 16
would become a confirmation of my sexuality? It
came in the form of a game of truth…lips pressed
against each other as passion ignited the fire of the
question that had never really been a question. Left
breathless by the proposal I found in her eyes at the
separation of our bodies. I dare you to love me. My
reply…I already do. Shaky palms held each other

through the next few months as insecurities seeped
into our hearts like poison. Afraid to lose the closeness I’d grown so accustomed to. She was my best
friend, my everything, my dream come true. I guess
the fairy tales I read didn’t include the fine print
that classifies nightmares as dreams too. Lost in the
magic…we found ourselves broken amongst the pile
of crayons that started our story…it took a little time
apart for us to recognize the strength and meaning in those broken crayons…our foundation was
created through the innocence that grew into the
desire to protect each other’s hearts. Our friendship
was much too valuable to lose. Today, I decide d to
spend time coloring with my younger sister, and as
my hands felt the grit of the dirty crayons I smiled
at the memory of the first ripped page from our favorite coloring book. My search was simple. I was
trying to find…a yellow crayon.
I found love in an unsaved poem that I had to
retrieve through my photographic memory…but I
found peace with the task of reliving our moments.

—Givonne Johnson
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Sprint

A Grandfather’s Poem
With five beautiful girls who clearly cannot share,
I speak as a grandfather with little or no hair.

The burn for whiskey rises
from deep within,
the urge for consumption is
almost unbearable.

“Popo come play with me,”

As I sprint, my thoughts are
lost within this treadmill.
My minds’ questions over the past few hours,
or days,
they’re finally silent.

My days are now filled with
make believe parties drinking
strawberry tea and eating sweet
cake made especially for me.

The rough texture of the treadmill belt fills my thoughts
as my feet slap down every emotion
I’ve consistently failed to acknowledge.

Even going to the store
has become a major change
With these “Follow Me” Angels
leading the way.

My heart pounds out of my chest,
my memories and emotions fade.
I am but one man, and one machine
I am a shell of the man I used to be.

“Shoes, Shoes, I need Shoes”
is their battle cry,

The burn for whiskey consumes my thoughts again,
it burns my heart into blackness.
A simple, shapeless mass I fail to recognize;

Yes, God has blessed me
with these Angels five,

and all I can do
is sprint.
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Is a song that they all learned
before they were three.

—Chad Foster

And as we enter the store,
I know it’s do or die.

But what he failed to do
was tell me how to survive

—Joe A. Montemayor
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The First Mexican
on the Block
The year, as I remember it, was 1961 in the
spring when my parents, Jose and Magdalena
(Marline as white folks would pronounce it),
found a foreclosed home at 6722 Corpus
Christi St. in a neighborhood called Denver
Harbor. Later, I discovered from other kids in
the neighborhood that there had been a second
name for our neighborhood--the Poor Dump.
According to Sandra Mayfield, the seven-year-old
neighborhood know-it-all, this was because the
housing project was built on a landfill.
“The house isn’t much to look at,” said a nervous
Mrs. West, the lady that lived across the street.
She seemed very uncomfortable as she spoke to
Mom who was standing in the driveway next to
our 1950 Chevy Bellaire. (This is the first thing
that my six-year-old memory recalls, and she was
right.)
The grass in the front yard was as high as my
father’s knee, and there were two trees—one
a large pecan tree and the other a small oak
that had left a ton of leaves all over the yard.
The back yard was large, too; it had two huge
cottonwood trees that kept the house cool in the
summer, but like the trees in the front, they also
caused me a number of blisters in my teenage
years.
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In the corner of the yard, someone had planted
a fig tree that, I found out that summer, produced
the sweetest figs that I had ever tasted in my short
life.
The house itself was a wreck. On the outside
it was missing shingle siding in spots, and the
window and door trims were in bad shape, too.
The paint was peeling, and some of the wood
and glass needed to be replaced. The house
really needed a new coat of paint, and the roof
needed to be patched in a few spots. The inside
of the house was just as bad. There were empty
beer cans and soda bottles everywhere in sight,
the wood floors needed to be refinished because
someone had poured road tar in spots, and there
were holes in the drywall in almost every room.
Anyone else would have taken one look at the
place and walked away, but to Mom and Dad,
this was our new home.
I remember Dad cleaning and repairing the
house with every free minute that he had, which
was saying a lot. He would leave our apartment
at four in the morning and go to work till.
I remember Dad cleaning and repairing the
house with every free minute that he had,

which was saying a lot. He would leave our
apartment at four in the morning and go to
work till five in the afternoon. He was a delivery
man for a bread company and had to deliver
his product before the stores opened. As soon
as he could, he would meet Mom and us at the
house. (We would get there before Dad, but not
by much). He and Mom would work all evening
while my brother James and I would get in the
way and finally fall asleep on the sheep skins
that Dad had in the car. I still can remember the
scent of those skins.
Dad was from Sabinas Hidalgo, Mexico; he
was the youngest of fourteen in the family and
had lost his father when he was five. He had
been raised on his family rancho (farm), named
El Levano. He started coming to the United
States with his brothers as a teenager working
as a farm hand, ranch hand, construction
worker or wherever else he could find work, so
he knew hard work and was not afraid of it.
Mom’s family had suffered during the
depression when my grandfather had worked
for the WRA under President Roosevelt’s
New Deal program. They had worked the
strawberry fields in Pasadena, Texas, before the
energy companies bought up the land to build
refineries. All of my uncles (Mom’s brothers)
served in the military during World War II. And
while they were gone, Mom and my aunts took
factory jobs to support the war effort. So she,
too, knew hard work was needed to make the
worn out house a home.

I remember my Uncle David, Mom’s oldest
brother and a very religious man who later
served as a Deacon in the church, telling me
that miracles happen every day, and he was
right. But the first time that I witnessed a miracle
was when we moved into our house. Three
weeks after my parents started their mission of
restoring this shambles of a house, with the help
of family and friends, we moved into our new
home as the first Mexicans on the block.
I remember the perfume of fresh paint, Royal
Blue that Mom had picked out for our room
(my little brother James and I shared one of
the two bedrooms in the house), and the fight
that we had about who would get to sleep on
the top bunk of the bunk bed that my parents
had bought secondhand from one of Dad’s
coworkers.
Yes, things on that first night were great, and
life was good. The trouble began a few days
later.
One night after Dad had finished his third
beer, he got up to answer the door. I remember
seeing Mr. Mayfield, Mr. West and three other
men that I didn’t know. They all wanted to talk
to Dad. Mom, smelling trouble, invited them in
with the excuse that Dad’s English skills were
lacking (this was complete bullshit but I later
learned that it was a handy tool to use in a
troubling situation).
While I was standing in a corner next to Dad
and my brother James and holding Mom’s skirt,
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I could tell that this was a very serious conversation. Mom’s voice got cold as ice as she started to
translate what the group of men wanted from my parents, and I could tell that it really pissed-off my
Pops because his face became bright red.
Then in the best English that I had ever heard Dad speak, he said, “Thank you for the offer, but no
thank you. Now please, get your White Asses out of my house.”

Best In Show

It was years later that I found out what was said to motivate the English lesson that Dad had
demonstrated. I was home on leave from the Navy and saw Mrs. West coming out of her home to
unload groceries from her daughter’s car.
Mom had just come out on to the porch and said, “Poor thing, she hasn’t been the same since her
husband died. I did tell you about it, didn’t I?” Mom then explained that Mr. West had suffered
a massive heart attack a few months earlier and was no longer with us. After hearing the news, I
recalled the incident of Dad’s English lesson and Mom smiled.
She told me that the night these good neighbors knocked on the door, they had offered to buy our
house at a good price; in fact, we would have cleared $2,000.00 if we had taken it ($2000.00 in
1961 would have been $20,000.00 in today’s market), but they made a big mistake.
When I asked what the mistake was, she said, “These ass holes said the reason they were making
the offer was they didn’t need WET BACKS moving onto the block to drive down property values.
The second mistake the idiots made was talking to your dad when had just finished his third beer.”
When I heard the story told by my mom, I had to laugh. Dad and Mom were never very political,
but their refusal to sell and to stand for their right to live and raise their family in Poor Dump
showed me what the Civil Rights movement was really all about.

—Joe A. Montemayor

Best In Show
Mary Anna Millican, 3361
Photograph 8" x 10"
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